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Student’s Name _______________

UNIT ONE
Chapters 1-5
COMPREHENSION SKILL QUESTIONS
A. Vocabulary in Context
1. In the following excerpt, what does the word intimidated mean?
“…your 6 ft. 2 in. solid frame of muscle slightly intimidated my 5 ft. 2 in. 155-pound
jelly shape could be an accurate statement.”
a. embarrassed
b. intimate

c. shocked
d. to feel threatened

2. In the following excerpt, what does the word simultaneously mean?
“There was a simultaneous groan throughout the room.”
a. happening at the same time
b. loud

c. mean
d. happening without planning

B. Supporting Details
3. The following words were said by
a. Marvin
c. Quinesha
b. Mr. Martin
d. Markus
“…we’re going to be working on some miracles this year. Are you ready to join me?”
4. The following words were said by
a. Brittney
b. Quinesha

c. Mr. Martin
d. Ms. Turner

“Who you think you are Cuban wanna-be? You think you all bad with your silver chais
and stuff. Shoot. You ain’t nothin’.”
C. Main Idea
5. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. DOP students need to stay back a grade level.
b. DOP students are smarter than other students.
c. Danielle feels teachers give DOP students good grades they don’t earn.
d. Teachers don’t like DOP students.
“It don’t matter,” Danielle said. The teacher always gives us a good grade anyway, so
they can pass us to the next grade. I don’t think they really want us here any more.”
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6. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Spooky movies can be fun.
b. White skin powder can be worn in school.
c. A “gothic” girl looked spooky.
d. A doll’s head had safety pins.
“I guess you could say she was into “Gothic,” because she had real pale white skin
powder on her face and black lips.”
D. Literary Elements
7. What literary device does the author use between Chapters 1 and 2?
a. Simile
c. Poetry
b. Flashback
d. Metaphor
8. What literary device does the author use on pg. 9 when she writes, “Bzzzzzzz.”
a. Simile
c. Onomatopoeia
b. Flashback
d. Personification
E. Conclusions
9. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Mr. Martin is mean.
b. Mr. Martin plans to have rules in the classroom.
c. Mr. Martin wants students to look dumb.
“Now that’s better. We are going to be a team – you and I. I am your coach and your
teacher. Rule #1, when I’m standing here, it’s obvious we have important work to discuss
together, so that means you need to close your mouths, turn your eyes up here and pay
attention.”
10. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Marvin doesn’t think they need rules
b. Marvin has a high IQ.
c. Marvin will get a referral.
“Well, Mr. Martin, you must think you got some other class, because we here – we’re the
misfits – we’re not like any other class with rules and such.”
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. How does Marvin feel about his father? Why does he feel this way?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Who is Mr. Martin? How is he different from other DOP teachers?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. What does DOP stand for? How is it different from other classes?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. How many students are in Room 122, DOP? What are their names and
nationalities?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. What are some details that point to the fact that Room 122 was chaotic and
unruly?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Mike makes fun of students who are different than he is from other countries.
Why do some people do this? What do you think can be done to make kids see
diversity as a positive feature?

2. Mr. Martin tells his DOP class that they will create miracles. Do you think
miracles can happen, or are we masters of our own destinies?

3. Marvin wrote, “My Past. Nothing much to write about. My mom and dad got
divorced when I was 10. My mom moved back to Chicago to be with her relatives.
My dad moved in with his girlfriend and her four kids. I flunked 7th grade and can’t
wait to make it out of this sorry school.”
What is Marvin’s attitude – positive or negative? What things in Marvin’s
childhood do you think contribute to his attitude?
WRITING ASSIGNMENTS
1. We learn that Marvin feels that the students in DOP 122 are different from other
students. Make a list of the ways you are different from other people. Then write a
paragraph explaining your differences and whether or not you’re bothered by them.
2. We learn in Chapter 1 that Marvin cares about Mr. Martin, his new teacher.
Write a letter to one of your favorite teachers, telling them why they were important
to you.
3. Do the students in DOP 122 remind you of your friends? How are they alike?
Compare your friends with the DOP students in a compare/contrast paragraph.
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Student’s Name _______________

UNIT TWO
Chapters 6 - 10
COMPREHENSION SKILL QUESTIONS
A. Vocabulary in Context
1. In the following excerpt, what does the word vehemently mean?
“…For example, at the end of your persuasive essay, you write, “I vehemently urge
you to consider..” or something like that.”
a. wish
b. vehicles

c. angry
d. strongly

2. In the following excerpt, what does the word controversial mean?
“I was working on this really controversial story that involved a lot of government
officials and it got messy.”
a. conversational
b. hot, debatable

c. fake
d. interesting

B. Supporting Details
3. The following words were said by
a. Ms. Turner
c. Mr. Martin
b. Dr. Thornton
d. Marvin’s dad
“…Luckily, the insurance at the magazine paid the legal damages, but I wanted no
more of that career. When people turn against you, it’s not worth it.”
4. The following words were said by
a. Freddie Crooper
b. Travis

c. Markus
d. Tiffany

“Hey, bubble boy. You looked so fat on TV, I’m surprised you fit into that freak plastic
thing you and your other losers made. Bubble boy in a bubble house.”
C. Main Idea
5. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Nicole likes dressing gothic.
b. Change is usually painful. DOP students are smarter than other students.
c. Nicole’s changes are caused by Mr. Martin’s positive influence.
“But one of the biggest changes is with Nicole. This week, she came to school for the
first time wit just her normal skin tone and lips minus the white makeup and black
lipstick. I mean, it was a shock!”
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6. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Marvin has cooties and need to go to the doctor.
b. Marvin feels he’s not good enough for Teresa.
c. Teresa treats Marvin like her own son.
“I wanted to ask why I couldn’t just sleep upstairs where all the other bedrooms were,
maybe on the floor in Travis’ room on a sleeping bag or something, but I figured Teresa
probably thought I had cooties or something.”
D. Literary Elements
7. What is Freddie Crooper’s tone when he says to Marvin, “You looked so fat on TV,
I’m surprised you fit into that freak plastic thing you and your other losers made. “
a. Comical
c. Hurtful
b. Humorous
d. Positive
8. The saying, “Life is like a roller coaster,” is a
a. Metaphor
c. Personification
b. Onomatopoeia
d. Simile
E. Conclusions
9. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Tiffany is more spoiled than Marvin.
b. Tiffany is less spoiled than Marvin.
c. Tiffany is the most spoiled child in the world.
“Tiffany is in sixth grade and overindulges in everything. She overindulges in eating,
consumption of video games and TV, and has to be first at everythihg.”
10. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Teresa prepared a nice sleeping area for Marvin.
b. Teresa was looking forward to seeing Marvin.
c. Teresa thought more about gifts than Marvin..
“We weren’t sure you would be here for the holidays with us, Marvin, so I hope you
don’t mind. I used that area to store Christmas presents. You can sleep on this couch if
you want.”
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UNIT 3
Chapters 11 – 15
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. What were some of the reasons Marvin didn’t enjoy Christmas at Teresa’s home?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. What gift did Tiffany get for Christmas that was valuable? Why did this bother
Marvin?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Why was Marvin embarrassed when Teresa wanted to videotape him opening
presents?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. In what ways does Tiffany irritate Marvin?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Who is accused of stealing Tiffany’s 14K chain? Why?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. When Marvin is accused of stealing the necklace, he looked down in shame. Has
anyone ever accused you of something you didn’t do? How did you react?

2. What events happen that make Marvin decide to leave Teresa’s home and stay
with Markus? Do you feel that he was justified in his decision? Why?

3. Do you think Mr. Martin should have told the class about Nicole’s injuries? Why
or why not?

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS
1. Pretend you are an advice columnist, like Dear Abby. You’ve received the
following letter. Write a reply giving the best advice you can.
Dear Abby,
My dad lives with his girlfriend and I don’t feel welcome because every time I
stay thee, I get accused of stealing something. What should I do?”

2. Pretend you are the judge presiding over the trial of Nicole’s stepdad who was
found guilty of “beating her with a bat. What would you write in your final sentence
and judgment?
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UNIT FOUR
Chapters 16 - 20
COMPREHENSION SKILL QUESTIONS
A. Vocabulary in Context
1. In the following excerpt, what does the word defuse mean?
“Maybe I’d use a little of the ol’ Marvin charm to defuse the situation.”
a. confuse
b.remember

c. worsen
d. lessen

2. In the following excerpt, what does the word resonated mean?
“Dr. Thornton’s voice resonated throughout the school.”
a. shouted
b. whispered

c. strong, deep
d. chilled

B. Supporting Details
3. The following words were said by
a. Beljania
c. Danielle
b. Quinesha
d. Teresa
“And don’t you be ‘specting me to be making out with you or nuthin’, cuz you just
taking me, paying for the limo and having the privilege of dancin’ with me.”
4. The following words were said by
a. Danielle
b. Quinesha

c. Beljania
d. Brittney

“Marvin, I had sooo much fun tonight…it’s just like that little card on the limo rental
said, ‘Creating lasting memories.’”
C. Main Idea
5. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Writing is powerful.
b. Writing is a waste of time.
c. Writing is hard work.
d. Writing takes talent.
“It means, Marvin, that when you write, you empower yourself to influence people, to
change things that are bad, to make wrong things right, to make people laugh, cry, and
look into another person’s soul.”
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6. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Marvin is working out with weights.
b. Marvin loves French fries.
c. Marvin has changed his diet and exercise program.
“I’ve been working out with some weights Mr. Martin gave me. I’ve totally changed my
lunch at school. This is the first French fry I’ve eaten in months.”
D. Literary Elements
7. What is the mood or tone in the classroom after Ms. Lockner has her accident with a
garment she was wearing?
a. Reflective
c. Happy
b. Humorous
d. Scarey
8. When the writer spells “nothing,” like “Nuthin’” on pg. 111 when Quinesha speaks,
this is an example of
a. Dialect
c. Rising Action
b. Resolution
d. Setting
E. Conclusions
9. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Marvin’s dad has regrets about his past actions.
b. Tiffany stole her own necklace for attention.
c. Teresa still thinks Marvin stole the necklace.
“I’m glad you wrote to me about how it made you feel. You know, after you left, Tiffany
must have lost that necklace at least 4 more times. I don’t know why Teresa spent so
much money on a present like that for an 11 year old!”
10. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Mr. Martin’s letter helped Marvin get his own bedroom.
b. Marvin believes in the power of amusement parks.
c. Marvin’s letter helped his father understand his feelings.
“I was soaring to the top of the ride. It was a feeling I never wanted to let go of. The
power of the pen. I was a believer.”
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UNIT FIVE
Chapters 21 - 25
COMPREHENSION SKILL QUESTIONS
A. Vocabulary in Context
1. In the following excerpt, what does the word frivolity mean?
“Amid all the frivolity and excitement, I couldn’t help but think that if it wasn’t for
Mr. Martin, I probably would have gotten a 3.”
a. scary mood
b.old-fashioned

c. silly mood
d. sad mood

2. In the following excerpt, what does the word invalidated mean?
“I guess not having a proctor in the classroom during the test could possibly be
grounds to have the tests invalidated.”
a. not valid or true
b. not important

c .not current
d. not real

B. Supporting Details
3. The following words were said by
a. Dr. Thornton
c. Markus’ dad
b. Mr. Martin
d. Ms. Needlebrook
“I see. Just a few weeks before the test … you really weren’t into writing. I believe you
wrote, ‘Life sucks,’ is that right?”
4. The following words were said by
a. Mr. Martin
b. Quinesha

c. Marvin
d. Markus

“If you and Mr. Kernel try to do anything to our test scores – which we earned the hard
and honest way – then get ready for a battle.”
C. Main Idea
5. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Ms. Needlebrook thinks Mr. Martin is into witchcraft.
b. Mr. Martin is not being treated fairly.
c. Mr. Martin is out of school during an investigation.
d. Teachers don’t like DOP students.
“She didn’t write a word I said or anything. It’s like a witch hunt, or something.”
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6. The main idea of the excerpt below is that
a. Marvin is not good at playing sports.
b. Marvin is nervous abut speaking in front of a big group.e
c. Marvin is going to read poetry.
“They say you can tell if an athlete has what it take sif they choke under pressure. Right
now, I felt my throat muscles constrict so tightly, I doubted whether I could speak at all!”
D. Literary Elements
7. When Quinesha groans, “Mmmmmm,” this is an example of
a. Onomatopoeia
c. Simile
b. Personification
d. Metaphor
8. What TONE does Ms. Needlebrook display when speaking to students of Room 122?”
a. Irritating
c. Ironic
b. Sarcastic
d. Humorous
E. Conclusions
9. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Mr. Martin will probably go back to work at the magazine.
b. Mr. Martin will tamper with the test scores next year.
c. Mr. Martin will help these students learn.
“She asked Mr. Martin to come back next year and to even head up the Language Arts
Department, but he told her that he had already accepted a position at the school district’s
Golden Coast middle school for kids serving time in a jail-like setting.”
10. From the following excerpt, you can conclude
a. Anyone can be part of a miracle.
b. You can force a miracle to happen.
c. Only magicians can make a miracle.
“But if you’re lucky enough and perceptive enough to realize one when it’s happening,
you can join along for the ride of your life, a remarkable journey, and experience a joy
and wonder like no other.”
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